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The basic facts and questions:
OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2015:
Food-crop based feedstocks are expected to continue to dominate
the biofuels market over the coming decade
• Population growth
• Income effects

Growing demand for food (and land)

Consequences:
• Deforestation
• Reduced biodiversity
What are the effects of massive land use for biofuels in this
situation?
Recall: The world economy is not a ”command and control”
economy – it is a market economy – with limited possibilities for
controlling where biofuels production will take place
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Biofuels for aviation from Nordic forests:
2 billion liters by 2050
= approximately 20 million m3 wood
= 2 x annual Norwegian harvest
• Will lead to a harvesting level higher than in a
BAU case
• Makes my own research relevant
• 8 articles in scientific journals
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